Waterproof Battery-Operated Running Lights for Power, Sail & Inflatable Boats

Look... New Combo Packaging!

New Combo-pak, bow and stern lights available together. Order #4852-PWR-CL or #4852C-PWR-CL (camo)

BIA and Coast Guard Requirements
Tested to meet or exceed A-16 standard, Waterproof Fulton Marine Running Lights meet all lawful requirements for use on inland and international waters. Bowlites & sternites use Fulton #1 Krypton bulb, which provides 70% brighter light than standard bulbs. Not only do Fulton Marine Lights offer the convenience of battery operation, but also are quickly and easily affixed and removed to prevent theft. Made in the USA. ABS plastic body with waterproof seals. Easy-to-operate push button switches with complete placement instructions included in each package. Must use Fulton #1 bulb to meet requirements. 6 per case.

Waterproof Two Cell All-Round/Bowlites

Model 43-P

Model 51-P
Black fiber reinforced "C" clamp for mounting on blunt end of John boats. Order #51-PWR-CL

Model 52-P
Black fiberglass reinforced "C" clamp for mounting to horizontal surface. Order #52-PWR-CL

Model 53-P
Heavy-duty suction cup for mounting to ski boats and sailboats. Won't mar surface. Order #53-PWR-CL
Waterproof Two Cell All Round/Sternlites

Model 50-P
Heavy-duty suction cup for mounting without marring surface.
Order #50-PWR-CL

Model 48-P
Has adjustable “C” clamp for fast, easy transform.
Order #48-PWR-CL

Model 49-P
Identical to 48-P with slide rod socket to adjust height or remove light.
Order #49-PWR-CL

Camouflaged Running Lights
Bowlite and sternlite with camouflage finish to perfectly match camouflage or neutral paint scheme. Reduce chance that fish or game will be startled by chrome flash. ABS with black switch, lens retainer, mounting hardware and poles.

Model 52C Bowlite
Identical to No.52 with camouflage body.
Order #52C-PWR-CL

Model 48C Sternlite
Identical to No. 48 with camouflage body.
Order #48C-PWR-CL

Running Lights for Inflatables
Comes in Skin Packaging
Fulton Removable Marine Running Lights for inflatables offer the convenience of battery operation, while making the utilization of the growing fleet of inflatable boats possible.

A flexible urethane mount is glued to the bow and stern. The running lights are easily and quickly affixed to the mount and held in place with a cotter key. This also for easy removal to avoid theft and deflate and store boat.

Model 55-P Bowlite
Red/green lens (Patent Pending). 2 1/2” diameter. 7 1/2” long. Approximately 3” in height. Uses 2 D cells.

Model 54-P All-Round Sternlite
Clear reflective lens (Patent Pending). 2 1/2” diameter. 11 1/2” light and pole. Uses 2 D cells.

Made in USA
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